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AIIMS RISHIKESH
INDENT FOR PURCHASE OF STORES

(FORM P-2)

1 Please fill a separate form for each item
2. Please fill completely in triplicate. Incomplete forms and those with illegible writing may not
be accepted.
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Name of items with full
specifications & required

accessories

Quantity (in

figures and

words)

Cost per unit
(approx.) in

foreign currency

and Rupees

Total cost (approx.)

Technical specification of
Disposable flow sensor (Hamilton

1B

(Eighteen)
Rs. 5,000 (Five

Thousand Rupees)
Rs.90,000 (Ninety
Thousand Rupees)

C3 Ventilator)

1.The Hamilton -C3 accurately measures
flow, volume and pressure in the
patient's airway with the patient flow
sensor
2. The pressure difference is measured
by a high precision differential pressure
sensor located on the pressure sensor
assembly inside the ventilator.
3. The Hamilton C3 calculates volume
from the flow measurement. The patient
flow sensor ls highly accurate even in the
presents of secretions, moisture and
nebulized medications.
4. The Hamilton C3 continuously flushes
the sensing tubes with mixed gases

(rinse flow)to prevent blockage.

Total Amount Rs.9O,OOO (Ninety
Thousand Rupees)
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Detailed description of the actual use of the equipment: For accurately measures flow volume
and pressure in the patient airway

ls the equipment to be used for patient care or research: patient care

lf both, stateTo% of tinie to be used for patient care:3oloof time to be used for research

ls this/ similar equipment already available in the department? yes

when purchased? cost at that time: present functional status:

Tests/procedures done on this equipment in last year:

Revenue generated by this equipment in last year: N/A

lf yes, what is the justification for this purchase?

N/A

N/1

ls this/similar equipment available in any other department in the Institute?
i

Yes

lf yes, what is the justification for this purchase? For accurately r"rrrr", flow volume and
pressure in the patient airway

N/A

Description of stocks available:

When was it last purchased? In what quantity?

Source:

Test/ procedures done in this period:

Revenue generated in this period:

Average annual consumption

Shelf life

Cost;

.r Period for which this purchase will last Number of tests likely to be done withJhis quantity:
D
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5. For furniture, please provide the following information:

Exact location and use:

Existing furniture at that place:

Justification for this purchase

Possible sources (name all sources you know) from where item may be obtained (name, address,
phone no, fax no, email, etc of contact person

INDENTOR

6. For use of Central Store

Details of last purchase of this item

Store Technical Assistant

Date

;1,'tq etw:ttt +'TutlR-2 '
*entral !-l :s;rrtal Store'll

qq1 '4{!dsl
AllMS, Rishikesh

\.: poaHr- fl*^t *,n>
Date/Reference Indenter/Deptt Quantity Rate(per unit)
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It is eer:ified that the items

':rr,:ii"ed in tfie P-2 form should be
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Sri ir elu re of t-lead cf'Depa rtnrent/Section

li.F.: The indent*r lrefsre recording the abve cert,frcate shor-lcl $frf{sfy hirnself
di-*,-r{ic ls Uenuin*ly of proprietary nature n'ianufactui-ed ut:der patenl ja\,v$"
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Sinrilar,terns nranufactured
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